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Term 3, Week 8

Principal's News
We are rapidly approaching the end of what has been
a busy and productive term!

I am looking forward to opening the school next
Wednesday so that your children can share the
wonderful learning that they do every day with you
during the Open Classroom time. I am sure you will
all be amazed at the activities and work that they do
and how creative and clever they are. I hope that
many of you can then stay to share a picnic lunch
and games with us and attend the Athletics Carnival
Ribbon Assembly to celebrate student achievement.
There may even be a special performance by the
choir!

The long awaited redevelopment of the top
playground is underway. All of the elements are built
o  site and then over the course of a week the site is
prepared and the playground installed. The nal
plan, which was done in consultation with students,
and some concept photos are below. We are very
excited and hopeful that it will be nished and ready
to use some time next term.

This week we have Healthy Harold visiting. The
smiles and laughter from the students who attended
today reinforced to me how wonderful this program
is and what a valuable learning resource. It doesn't
seem like learning when you are having so much fun.

Jodie Corrigan

Principal

Early Stage 1 and Stage 1
KR and K/1D

We had the most amazing experience this term
watching baby chicks hatch! Not only that, we got to
have cuddles and watch them get u er and bigger.
We also learnt some really interesting facts about
chickens while researching and writing information
reports. Did you know that chickens have a great
memory! They can recognise over 100 di erent
faces…. Wow!
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We have also been celebrating the e ort that
everyone has been putting into their reading and
writing. I cannot believe how far they have all come
this year and how determined they are to learn and
improve. Fantastic Term!

- Mrs Haggerty and Mrs Dagwell
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Infants Term 3 

This term, infants have been enjoying learning new
skills in dancing including the Macarena and the
Nutbush. They loved moving to the beat and
watching their friends on stage. 
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Stage 1 students had the opportunity to nd out
information about the Great Aussie Bush Camp.
Stage 2 students produced brochures informing
Stage 1 about the fun and exciting adventures that
await them on camp. It was wonderful to see
everyone's smiling faces, as they interacted with
each other and learnt some interesting facts. Stage 1
students are looking forward to sharing their
informative writing with Stage 2 later in the term.

Reading and Writing with Ms Corrigan
Lots of fantastic learning this week! Wonderful
workers sharing their work is the best part of my
day!
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Wonderful informative writing from 3/4D! It is
always the best part of my day to see the amazing
work of students. Yesterday I got to learn all about
the blue ring octopus.

Spelling Bee
Caitlin represented BPS and East Lake Macquarie
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in the Regional nal of the Premiers Spelling Bee.
Go, Caitlin!

P&C - Fathers Day 'Blokes Brekky'
Blokes Brekky was a hit!!
It was so lovely to have a school full of dads,
grandads, uncles & other important people. Not sure
who won handball but surely there can be a re-
match!
Thanks to the amazing volunteers who helped cook,
wrap & deliver breakfast - we couldn’t do activities
like this without help.
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Sport
Congratulations! Winners of the Bahtabah OzTag
Gala defeating Windale 6-5 in the nal. Amazing
sportsmanship and team work all day. Thank you to
Mrs Melmeth for being a great coach/manager.

Kindergarten 2023

Our 2023 Kinder students visited BPS this week.
Spirit and our Year 5 students were very excited to
meet new friends and welcome them into our
fantastic school. Lots of smiles and fun! See you all
again soon.
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Save the Date

Holiday Programs
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